Uniform Code

All students are required to wear the school uniform. The wearing of the uniform allows the students to demonstrate pride in their school. It also ensures that the students are recognised within the community and acknowledged for their commitment and dedication to their school.

At all times the students are to be well presented. They are required to:

- wear their full formal uniform or complete sports uniform on the designated days
- Preparatory Students - wear the sports uniform each day
- wear the full formal uniform on most days
- wear sports uniform on those days designated for physical education lessons or inter and intra school sporting competitions. (These details will be provided to parents and caregivers at the beginning of each term)
- wear the approved school hat (caps are not acceptable due to the Sunsafe Policy)
- wear black shoes and appropriate length socks with the formal uniform.
- wear joggers and appropriate length socks with the sports uniform.
- wear only watches, sleeper and stud earrings (in ears only). No other jewellery is acceptable.
- ensure hair is kept at a conservative length and well maintained (both boys and girls). Extremes with regard to hair colours and styles are not permitted.

Boys

Button up shirt – with school initials on the pocket

With
- bottle green shorts
- black shoes
- white socks
- bottle green sunsafe slouch hat with school initials
- or
- bottle green sunsafe bucket hat with school initials

Girls

A-line dress with sleeves – green collar with a button on tie and school initials on the collar

With
- black shoes
- white socks
- bottle green sunsafe slouch hat with school initials
- or
- bottle green sunsafe bucket hat with school initials

Winter Accessories

Bottle green windcheater
Bottle green tracksuit
Green tights

Sports Uniform

Boys

green and yellow polo shirt with Aspley East on the collar

With
- bottle green shorts
- black or white joggers

Girls

green and yellow polo shirt with Aspley East on the collar

With
- bottle green skort or bottle green culottes / shorts
- black or white joggers

Prep Students

Prep Students were the sports uniform each day.

Uniforms are available from our Q Store Shop – open Monday, Wednesday and Friday 8:00am until 9:30am